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Abstract
 

 
When it comes to reading it has been a crucial fact from the earliest ages of mankind to 

the 21st century. Even though the technology has been improved a lot, still reading is the main 
source of knowledge and fast learning. In fact, the fast reading has become an important skill 
to improve which helps in many ways to learn fast. Mobile Applications have almost replaced 
the main media of delivering the reading materials in the past few decades which was mainly 
books and newspapers. SpeedRead application is also targeted on that majority, mobile devices 
as a light weight application for users those who wish to improve their reading skills. It has 
been developed based on a research done by the Bureau of Study Counsel (BSC) at Harvard 
University regarding eye movement patterns on effective reading. This app allows users to 
speed up their reading, practice the patterns of correct eye movements by using the texts from 
various reading materials based on their interest. SpeedRead application has brought you a 
verified methodical approach to make your readings fast. Further it has been through a 
considerable set of evaluation phases to ensure the usability, performance and efficiency of the 
application. According to the tests it guarantees more than 95% functional accuracy and 
approximately 62.6% of the android device community will be able to run it without any 
interference. 
 
Keywords: Mobile Applications, light weight, reading skills, eye movement patterns 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Motivation 
Reading skills is one of the most challenging and demanding aspects of learners. In 

today’s society people are losing their interest in reading due to poor reading skills. As a result 
of that, most of the people always suffers from lack of knowledge, poor thinking ability and 
imagination. Become a fast reader is a key to one of the doors of success. The knowledge you 
can gain from that is beyond the limits. Therefore, even now, most of the knowledge are buried 
as text (may be digitized or undigitized) materials all over the globe. 

 
However, the problem is, “how to become a fast reader?”. Nowadays people are seeking 

ways to improve their reading speed or other reading skills. One common way is following 
courses or training sessions. A well-known example is, Study Strategies course, offered by the 
Bureau of Study Counsel (BSC) at Harvard University [1]. Drawbacks of those types of courses 
are time consuming, not cost effective and success rate is not proven. The proposed solution is 
a mobile application which offers the mobility experience to the user to keep in touch with 
their daily practices. This will be more convenient than using it in desktops while providing all 
the features to a single hand. This will consist of a set of sample texts and a set of pre-configured 
presets. Once the application is installed from Google Play store, users be able to start 
practicing at once without creating custom configurations. Other than that, readers can make 
opportunity to practice text in any language. 

 
According to the surveys [8] there are a lot of people who need to improve their reading 

speed, however, don’t know how to do it. In Addition, most of them are, Students who don’t 
have enough money to pay for, Employees who don’t have enough time to spend on and People 
who don’t like to spend money on unproven techniques. The proposed solution which is a 
mobile application will address the above problem, “how to become a fast reader?” by covering 
all the above aspects as the proposed mobile application will be running on android platforms 
which is more affordable compared to the other mobile devices, Since this comes as a mobile 
application, they don’t need to dedicate their time on this. As an example, they can use this 
while travelling and This comes as totally free application, so even though this is unproven, 
there’s no risk. 

1.2. Project Goals 
1.2.1. Aims and Objectives 

This application will serve more with ease where the users will be able to save their 
configuration adjustments, they made by creating customizable presets. These custom presets 
can be saved with any name where users can modify any configuration it holds at any time. 
The proposed application will bring users the flexibility to adjust any of the configurations 
such as  total running time, words per minute, characters per window, words per window, 
windows per line, windows per minute, words per minute, moving speed, font size, font format 
and number of overlapping characters. 
 

The place is not a limitation for this application (mobility feature) since the users might 
be able to save the settings and use them anytime to practicing anywhere, they want and 
continue to practice once they come back. Unlike a traditional GEM video, this application will 
provide clearer user-friendly surface to read where the users will be able to grab it easily. In 
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addition to that, having the ability to change font sizes and formats will give them an extra 
visibility. Inputs will be allowed from Google Drive, Printed Books, Websites, External or 
internal memory, eBooks, ePubs and from any other internal or external apps. Users will be 
able to input text from any language for practices. 
 

Since the solution is a mobile application user may be limited to digitized reading 
content. Going beyond that this application will offer the chance to practice with printed 
materials by extracting its text using the device’s camera. A powerful OCR library provided 
by Google Vision will be integrated to facilitate this feature with an acceptable level of 
accuracy as stated by Google. 

1.2.2. Scope 
The proposed mobile application consists of internal app components similarly practice 

board, control board, preloaded texts, scan book, clipped texts and practice text file with G-
Drive. In order to facilitate the internal app components stated above, this application will use 
the external components similarly OCR, Google Drive sdk and Clipboard Manager. 

1.2.3. Deliverables 
As the application a release .apk file will be delivered at the end of the project and 

Source code of the final release will be shared using a Git repository. For Compatibility 
Evidence serving as a list of pre tested devices and OS versions will be presented as evidence 
of compatibility. A configured Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager accounts will be 
shared with the analysis of major functionalities. Final Project Report will discuss approaches, 
techniques and technologies to carry out this project. 
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2. Background Study  
2.1. A Literature Review 
Harvard University did a research on understanding the eye movements when reading 

texts. That was a very successful research and based on their findings, a group of lecturers and 
professors were able to add a new module to the Harvard Course in Reading and Study 
Strategies, offered by the Bureau of Study Counsel (BSC) at Harvard University [1]. The 
course was originally developed by William G. Perry, Jr., the founding director of the BSC.  
 

It has been continuously revised to reflect advances in the field of reading cognition 
and changes in reading demands and media. The main purpose is to aid the reading difficulties 
in improving text readability which is guided by a book, “The Anthology for Strategic Reader” 
[2] by Dr. Abigail Lipson(Director of the Bureau of Study Counsel at Harvard University) and 
Sheila M. Reindl(Associate Director of the Bureau of Study Counsel at Harvard University). 
With all the technologies existed at that time, they decided to create a flash video with 
preloaded text and configurations which is entirely predefined as a solution and named it as 
GEM video [6]. Since then the course has been conducted successfully with a set of similar 
videos. 
 

Moving forward the Harvard university became partners with Pearson (a leading books 
publishing and educational software company) and came up with a web application for this 
course [3]. Any how they managed to embed the same set of videos to that application as 
predefined course materials. Nowadays, the feedback of students and the authors the usage of 
GEM videos has several drawbacks just as configurations are predefined, duration of a video 
cannot be changed, creating a new video is a heavy task, length of text is limited, users are not 
able to practice with a text they like, users won’t be able to practice on the run and using it in 
mobiles is not practical. 
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3. Methodology  
3.1. Introduction  
As mentioned in the problem justification, this project delivers a software solution to a 

research outcome conducted by the Harvard Course in Reading and Study Strategies, offered 
by the Bureau of Study Counsel (BSC) at Harvard University [1]. 

 
This project follows a methodical approach to derive a systematic and user-friendly 

outcome in terms of a mobile application. 

3.2. Rich Picture 
 
 

Figure 3.1. High level diagram of the mobile application. 
 

Figure 3.1. High level design provides an overview of the system. It is decomposing 
system / application into modules and representing the interface and relationship among the 
modules. The design consisted input layer sub component such as detect preloaded templates, 
clipping text share into the reader view, text image from phone camera using OCR scanning, 
text file extraction from google drive.  
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3.3. Project Strategy 
This mobile application consists of text loading and reading mechanisms. First 

objective was to implement a simulator on Android screen which automatically simulates the 
reading according to the pre-defined set of configurations. Here, first obvious approach is to 
use native Android Text View customized to support represent text contents. According to the 
initial analysis, I was able to discover a few limitations of that like inability to load large text 
contents, poor support to rich texts, limited variety of fonts and formats, lagging when scrolling 
a huge content. 

 
To solve this problem, and Android WebView has been used with the support of a 

JavaScript interfaces which has been bound to the application. This has the ability to represent 
any type of text formats with a higher simulation capability. Then a smoothly moving bubble 
has been implemented using a JavaScript based animation method to ensure that the user gets 
an uninterrupted experience. 

 
Practice any text from input text can make multiple sources using preloaded text, 

external text share, text scanning and open files from Google Drive. Preloaded text should be 
stored with preloaded template. External share only link with text and choose reader app to 
share text for practice. Scan texts from any printed sources, convert images has considered 
using an aid of an open source OCR library. 

3.4. Algorithmic Analysis  
The various tasks examined respect to reading are displaying changes in the read text 

support for mixed control model of eye movements in reading. The results were made as a 
window of text moved in synchrony with the eyes. One condition, size of the window was 
constant from fixation to fixation. Other condition, size of the window varied from fixation to 
fixation. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2. Sample window pattern. 
 

Figure 3.2. The first line shows normal line of text with fixation location marked by an 
asterisk. The next two lines show an example of two successive fixations with other letters 
replaced with Xs and the spaces between words preserved. When the eye movement change 
occurs during the saccade so that the reader is not aware of the change. 
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3.5. Text Recognition 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a field of pattern recognition, artificial 

intelligence and machine learning. OCR is converted digital image to editable text. There were 
several OCR engines such as Google Vision, Tesseract, ABBYY (paid) and Aspire. OCR using 
Google Vision API for recognizing text from camera preview. Google Vision was the most 
accurate open source OCR engine. It works on Linux, Windows and MAC OS X. Also, it 
allowed to be used Android and iPhone platforms. 

 
Text Recognition API can read a variety of images and translate text in over 18 Latin 

based languages (English, French, German, Swedish, Spanish, Italian, Latin, Turkish etc.). It’s 
currently developed by Google [10]. 

Figure 3.3. Test Recognizer segments text structure. 
    
  Figure 3.3. The first highlighted “Block” is a contiguous set of text lines, such as a 
paragraph or column. The second set of highlighted a “Line” is a contiguous set of words on 
the same vertical axis. Finally, the third set of highlighted a “Word” is a contiguous set of 
alphanumeric characters on the same vertical axis. 
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3.6. Case Study 
3.6.1. Use Case Diagram 

Figure 3.4. Use case diagram of the mobile application. 
 

Figure 3.4. The use case diagram of mobile application. There main roles including 
one user role, two internal and external system roles can be found. Google Tag Manager is the 
system roles which listening to the user’s action and do the logging to Google Analytics. 
 

Use cases initiate by user : View reading statistics (Avg. words per minute/ Windows 
per line/ Total running time), Play reader, Stop reader, View User Inputs screen, Open pre-
loaded texts, Open files from G-Drive, Scan a book, External text clipping, Use default presets, 
Create custom presets (window method/ word method), Configure custom presets (speed, font 
sizes, font family, windows per line, overlapping characters).  

 
Use cases initiated by system : Auto scroll the content while playing, Move the focus 

of the target window according to the given stats, Load the pre-configured settings when app 
opens, Load the custom settings when app opens, Capture the user actions and send to 
Analytics, Capture the event trigger, Send event details to GTM 
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3.6.2. Class Diagram 

Figure 3.5. The class diagram of the mobile application. 
 

Figure 3.5. ‘ReadingConfiguration’ class is detected two types of Reading Methods. 
These methods do not depend on each other. Window method algorithm is calculated the 
research from pattern of eye movements in reading. Word method capture highlighted word 
part will move through the reader board. ‘TextLoader’ all the text input functionalities are 
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managed by this class. ‘ReadingActivity’ reading process done by this class. Manage play, stop 
changing mechanism. ‘ReadingConfiguration’ similarity measurement is done by this class. 
Highlighted text is detected by using this class. 

3.6.3. Basic Feature/Functionality Breakdown 
Input Methods are preloaded text, External Text Share, Text Scanning, Open file from 

G- Drive. App Preferences are window Method (Researched and recommended), Word 
Method (Game feature), Default Presets, Custom Presets, Settings, Window Adjustments are 
number of windows per line, Overlapping characters, Reading speed (Windows per min/ 
Words per min), Font Adjustments are font size, font family, save adjustments. Reader View 
displays reader stats board and reading layout. Reader stats board contains Avg. words per 
minute, Windows per line and Total running time. Reading layout contains Auto scrolling, 
Smooth animations, Blur and bubble effects to gain more focus and Readable background and 
font colors. 

3.7. Project Approach  
Agile methodology was followed during the entire project. At the end of each sprint a 

demo will be presented to the product manager(supervisor) as User Acceptance testing DOD. 
Each requirement will be considered as completed after a successful implementation, Dev 
testing, QA testing and UAT. 

3.8. Methodological Design 
3.8.1. Input Variations 

Android native applications uses few row text input methods other than direct inputs. 
When it comes to reading apps, some of them were frequently used according to the reviews 
and stats in Google Play store. When designing this application, a lot of attention has been put 
to ensure that it covers those important input methods. As the initial stage, four input methods 
have been added as follows. 

 
1. Share text from external 

Number of apps installed in particular device has been increased according to the 
current stats of global mobile usage. In such situations, user might need to use texts from other 
applications for his practice sessions. As an example, New York Times application is the 
widely used newspaper application which contains a lot of text contents which might get users 
attention. SpeedRead application has been designed with the capability to extract any text 
content from such external applications so easily. 

It was a challenge to decide how users can get those texts to the SpeedRead app so 
easily and accurately. Few options came across during the designing phase were, giving the 
user the option to copy and paste the content, print the screen and extract the text, integrate a 
google search to the application and share the text using a note clipper. Sharing the text using 
a global note clipper was chosen based on few important facts like a smaller number of taps 
need to be performed, flexibility to use in any application, easy global access anywhere within 
the device, use of inbuilt Android share intents. As expected, this was the most frequently used 
input method in SpeedRead app among users. 
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2. Pre-loaded texts 
This input method facilitates the beginners among the users. A new user to the 

application might not have a clear understanding about how this app works. Some pre-loaded 
texts have been included in the application which gives the user a quick start. With these text 
users can quickly start practicing and getting to know about the core features. Even though this 
is the direct benefit of this feature, there are some other indirect benefits when considering the 
usage. By giving the fast access to the user, he can understand the core features in no time. 
This will help to keep the user’s interest with the application and to avoid the possibility of 
quick uninstallations which occurs in most applications due to the miss guidance and time 
consumption. 

 
3. Open from Google Drive 

Google has become a famous tech giant nowadays especially in data storing and 
manipulation. According to the statistics, Google Drive is the place where Android users used 
to store data more frequently. So, there’s a high possibility to have stored text contents in 
Google Drive for a particular user. Based on that assumption, a mechanism to load data from 
Google Drive application has been designed as a main input method in this application. 

 
4. Scan a book 

Even though all the above text input mechanisms cover the basic usage of a mobile user 
with accepted level of technical literacy, there are considerable amount of readers around the 
world who still use books as their main reading media. So that this can’t be ignored so easily 
when designing this kind of application specially focused on improving reading skills. A 
mechanism to scan a book and extract the texts from it, has been designed to facilitate this 
specific usage. There, an OCR has been integrated to the application which can scan a book or 
newspaper on top of the live camera feed.  

 
There were plenty of OCR libraries available in Android market so that it was a bit 

difficult to find the most suitable one for this application design. Given the fact that most 
frequently used and trusted library for Android is the Google OCR comes under Google Vision 
libraries. This has a high capability of scanning texts even under low light conditions. In 
addition, when considering the application design, this integrated component should have a 
low coupling with the other core modules of the application. As an input method, this is not a 
core functionality of the application, so this has been designed to be easily unplugged with a 
minimum effort. Google had been developed a sdk for the OCR capability so that it was the 
most suitable way of achieving this goal when designing. 
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3.8.2. Application Components  
 

 
 

Figure 3.6. The component diagram of the mobile application. 
 

Figure 3.6. The entire application has been designed as a collection of key components 
which has a low coupling in order to facilitate a few key development goals like incremental 
development, easy maintenance, light weight, code readability, etc. Each component has given 
a set of responsibilities carefully designed with appropriate method interfaces which can be 
easily pluggable with other components. 

3.8.3. Reading View Design  
When designing the reading view the biggest challenge was to find a suitable UI 

component to hold the text content. In Android design practices, there were no such direct 
recommendations can be found for this kind of scenarios, since this has been considered as an 
edge case in typical Android development. In a general mobile application, a sample text or 
label contains hundred to five hundred characters in maximum. Although from the nature of 
this application the size of the text was unknown, and it can change from hundreds to 
thousands. 

 
 Few well known UI components has been tested against this requirement such as Edit-
Text, Text-View, etc. However, most of them worked well and efficiently under low level of 
character capacity but failed perform under large scale text contents. Those components 
seemed to be lagging and freezing the UI which caused sudden application terminations. With 
those findings Android WebView has been chosen by considering its ability to behave 
normally under high level of character capacity and more clarity given by large variety of font 
styles and sizes. When using WebView, few difficulties also faced such as lack of smooth 
scrolling capability, common security vulnerabilities and poor communication between other 
components. 
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Since the WebView behaves as browser client, it was not straight forward to 

communicate with the rest of the native components. In order to overcome those mentioned 
problems, a JavaScript interface has been designed as the communication media between the 
WebView and the other native components. 

3.8.4. Data Storing Mechanism  
Since Android OS is intended to be lightweight, there are no local database 

management systems available in the market. Instead lightweight databases based on single 
file data storing mechanisms are available such as SQLite and Realm. This application is 
designed to store only presets data and sample text data in a very lightweight manner. So that 
as recommended the fastest way was to store it in shared preferences as serialized objects or 
primitives. 

 
In terms of security, Android guarantees that shared preferences are stored in a private 

location where any external application except the operating application won’t be able to read 
or modify the data. There was another fact which led the application to this particular design 
which was the data insensitivity. The data this application processes is not sensitive since they 
are just public text contents non application level settings. 

3.8.5. Readability and Reliability 
The main programming language of the project is Android. Also, all functionality & 

coding standards were written in java. The importance of coding standards was can easy to 
debug & maintain the project. Also, it increases the quality of the project and quality of the 
code. Android is an open source software tool kit for mobile devices as to create by Google 
and Open Handset alliance.  

3.8.6. Bundling and Performance  
This application has been bundled using the newest apk bundling technology recently 

introduced by Google. The Android App Bundle is Android's new, official publishing format 
that offers a more efficient way to build and release applications. The Android App Bundle lets 
you more easily deliver a great experience in a smaller app size, which can improve install 
success and reduce uninstalls. It's easy to switch. Refactoring the code is not needed to start 
benefiting from a smaller app. And once switched, it'll benefit from modular app development 
and customizable feature delivery. 

3.8.7. Execution Design  
This application contains a sequential execution process starting from data input 

initiation to start reader view. 
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Figure 3.7. The sequence diagram of the mobile application. 
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3.9. Software Development and Deployment Methodology 
3.9.1. CI & CD (Continuous Integration and Continuous 

Deployment) 
A repository will be managed to track versions. A main branch will be managed to keep 

the ready to release code. And a separate branch will be created for each feature or user story. 
At the end of each sprint, the created feature branches will be integrated to the main branch 
after a successful testing. At the end of each sprint a release apk will be shared from the main 
branch as the deployment with the product manager (supervisor). 

3.9.2. Deployment 
At the end of the project an apk file will be released which can be deployable in any 

android device from OS version 6.01 (Marshmallow) above. 

3.9.3. Analytics 
Google Analytics and Google Tag Manager will be integrated to the application and 

instrumented with the major functionalities to capture the user interactions during the pilot 
tests. 

3.10. Evaluation Methodology  
Prototype Evaluation is release of product built to test a concept or release apps and 

update more frequently. Wireframe utilizes to visualize the app at a very basic level, fully 
functional prototype ensure UX is consistent and   After the user evaluation, another prototype 
will be built based on feedback from users.    

 
“Beta Testing” pre-release for user testing, each phase of user validation is unique 

evaluation and feedback of product. During this period can find how many issues are 
discovered and how many new features are released. Screens and Events Analysis reports are 
set of functionality analysis reports will be presented via Google Analytics to understand the 
audience and user behaviors. Dev Testing will be done at the successful completion of each 
implemented story. QA Verification Testing apply once dev testing is completed a set of test 
cases will be written and tested them against the implemented and dev tested functionality. 

 
Integration Testing at the end of each sprint, the implemented, dev tested, and QA 

verified functionality of user stories will be merged into the main development branch. After 
resolving conflicts, the entire code base with newly integrated code will be tested again against 
the test cases. User Acceptance Testing at the end of each sprint an apk file will be released to 
the product manager(supervisor) for UAT. After the testing a set of feedback will be gathered 
and addressed as a set of bugs or new user stories within the next immediate iteration. 
 

Regression Testing two main releases will be scheduled during the project development 
period. At each release stage, a regression test will be conducted against the entire functionality. 
Pilot Testing using the closed beta concept, the released application will be deployed via a 
Google Plus community for a target set of users. Beta Testing using the open beta concept the 
final application will be released to Google Play community to test and gather feedback.  
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3.11. Ethical considerations  
This project is developed based on a research conducted by Harvard University [2]. 

However, this has carefully excluded, copying the content, copying the approach, copying the 
domain and selling the outcome. This application will be free to use by anyone through Google 
Play stores. The original research outcome was a flash video which runs a reading simulation. 
Although this project delivers a mobile app which allows users to read anything as they wish. 
Furthermore, methodical approaches are completely different in terms of outcome and 
technologies used as the original was developed using Adobe Flash while this mobile 
application is developed using Native Android. 

3.12. Project Limitations  
3.12.1. Accuracy Level of OCR 

This app will be using Google Vision as the OCR library which is the best product in 
the market at this time for mobile applications. This library has been introduced by Google and 
the level of accuracy can be expected as stated by them. 

3.12.2. Clipboard Limitations 
Clipboard Managers has the capability to keep not only the text data but also rich text 

formats as well as images. Only the plain texts coming through the clipboard will be accepted 
to use within the application and rich text formats or text with images will be accepted after 
extracting the text from it. 

3.12.3. Types of Documents 
Pdfs and other types of documents which may contain images will not be allowed to 

use within the application. Only the text files will be accepted through the Google Drive. 

3.13. Conclusion 
The research methodology helps to learn how the enhancements has been done in terms 

of development and technology to give a better user experience based on a valuable research 
outcome. Helps to understand the attitude of others and creates awareness of special needs of 
the research process.  
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4. Evaluation   
The overall approach to evaluating mobile apps on contents of materials and user 

evaluations. The reason to choose android platform current market nearly used half of the 
android smartphone’s users. This app is suitable for both children and adults as stated. 

4.1. Evidences 
The entire project android application of the “Speed Read” UI and UX development 

will be analyzed to get the solution of proposed application.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1. 
● Main input dashboard is presented in a 
very attractive manner to the user. 
● Color codes of the app gives a clear 
attention to the user. 
● Number of options/clickable buttons are 
available in dashboard. 
● Display four user inputs such as 
preloaded text, text scanning, open file from 
Google Drive and external text share. 
● Selection able options are available, so 
when it’s click user to easily redirect to the 
other pages. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4.1. Main user interface of the mobile application. 
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Figure 4.2. 
● If user taps “Pre-Loaded Test”, Pre-
loaded template should be shown in the Reader 
view.  
● Input text can be any language. 
● WebView for reader view instead of 
custom HTML page. 
● Reader View which accept any number of 
characters in the language which introduced by 
native WebView. 
● Apply custom CSS styles to fine tune the 
reader view. 
● JavaScript function to perform actions on 
the reader view. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4.2. Selected text view user interface of the mobile application 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.3. 
● Create custom presets (window method, 
word method). 
● Configure custom presets (speed, font 
sizes, font family, windows per line, overlapping 
characters). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4.3. Setting user interface of the mobile application. 
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Figure 4.4. 
● Implementing reader view, auto scroll the 
content while moving of the reading bubble as a 
window. 
● View reading statistics (Avg. words per 
minute / Windows per line / Total running time). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.4. Reader View user interface of the mobile application. 

4.2. Feature Evaluation   
Following are the major features provided in the app. 

 
1. Reader View 

Reader view has implemented to clearly view the text content from any supported 
source. Furthermore, this is the most important of this application as this allows the reader to 
practice reading. As mentioned in the project objectives, this Reader View has enough 
performance to load the content very quickly. In addition, smooth scrolling is performing well 
without giving the user an experience of lagging the content. In addition, it has a carefully 
designed typography which makes clearer the reading and soften the eyes. 

 
Functionality of this feature has been evaluated in few phases like dev testing, 

integration testing and regression testing. Only few minor bugs were found like a slowness 
when loading a massive content and not supporting the rich texts. All of them have been 
addressed and retested along with the requirement. Usability of this feature will be evaluated 
under all the usability testing phases. Such as the reported user experience will be addressed 
and developed as feature enhancements. 
 

2. Source Selector 
This allows user to grab text content in many ways. This is the next major feature which 

has been introduced to select a text and practice. Instead of giving a one-way text injection, 
four major text injection methods have been introduced under this feature, clipping text from 
external application, select text files from Google Drive, scan a book and extract the text and 
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pre-loaded content which is ready to be used. All of these input mechanisms have been tested 
and the bugs were reported during the testing phases like dev testing, integration testing and 
regression testing. The reported bugs like unable to create and save custom presets has been 
addressed successfully in the final version. Usability of this feature will be evaluated under all 
the usability testing phases. Furthermore, the reported user experience will be addressed and 
developed as feature enhancements. 

 
3. Adjustment Controller 

When running the selected text content, users will be able to adjust the properties of 
practice session and save them as custom presets. Change window size, moving speed, font 
size, font family, windows per line, words per minute and many more. This gives the chance 
to the user to improve his reading by enhancing his reading skills. This feature was the hardest 
one to test since it has considerable amount of combinations. Along with selected text content 
all the adjustments were tested during the testing phases like dev testing, integration testing 
and regression testing. Furthermore, this part will be thoroughly evaluated under usability 
testing and keep continuous improvement. One biggest challenge faced here is the way of 
present and arranging the controllers. UX design was more useful here than the UI design since 
this has many options but frequently used. During the testing period, few bugs related to the 
adjustments were identified and all of them were fixed successfully. 

4.3. APP Usage Statistics 

Figure 4.5. Test sample data usage - reading statistics. 
 

Figure 4.5. When considering the reading level, which was a feedback given by the 
users before they start practicing with application and after performing a 20 days of practicing 
period, their reading level has been improved or the less. The reading level is defined from a 
scale of 0 to 10 which shows how frequent you are reading where 0 represents not reading at 
all and 10 represents reading daily. 
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Figure 4.6. Practiced record information about speed. 
 

Figure 4.6. This data sample has been taken from ten different people in different age 
groups and different reading levels. The practice session has been conducted within twenty 
days from each reading mechanism. In each mechanism, most of them show a considerable 
improvement of reading speed, which proves that this application has been able to improve the 
reading speed in different age groups. 

 

Figure 4.7. Visualization of Age and Practiced Hours. 
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Figure 4.7. This graph shows how the age groups spend their time on reading. This 
gives us a better idea of which age groups should be focused more with personalized features 
in future releases. When applying this in larger sample this will provide a clearer idea about 
how those age groups respond against their reading habits. 

 
 

Figure 4.8. Visualization of Age and Practiced Language. 
 

Figure 4.8. This has proven one of the major research findings which is the window 
segmentation is different between different age groups. Some of the age groups has shown an 
increased reading speed, in fact, their window width is a bit larger than the other age groups. 
So, they can read a larger number of characters within a single window segment. In other 
words, their reading is much faster compared to others. 
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Figure 4.9. Growth of reading speed - against main practicing mechanism and users. 

 
Figure 4.9. According to the above statistics, overall practicing of readers has been 

well performed and the reading speed has been improved in both reading mechanisms, window 
and word. Furthermore, the reading speed has been varied among different age groups. 

4.4. Usability Evaluation  
Usability evaluation has been planned to conduct in few ways once the app is launched. 

Firstly, the app will be launched to a selected set of users as a closed internal test track in 
Google Play. Once the testing is completed the same build will be promoted to alpha testing to 
the same user group. These are the first two approaches to be evaluated before the app is going 
public. 

 
The next usability evaluation will be the Google Play open beta testing. Under this 

approach the app will reach the users publicly as a beta. Google Play will be notified the user 
as this app is under construction and asking to join the beta program as a public tester. There 
will be a separate mechanism to get users feedback on the fly via Google Play during the beta 
period where they’ll be asked to share their experience with the app. All the recorded feedback 
will be analyzed carefully after a one-month period and they’ll be addressed and released as a 
patch version. After a few cycles the beta testing will be completed, and the final build will be 
moved to the production. 

 
Even though the app will be live and open for the users by this stage the usability 

evaluation will be continued to one more step forward. Google Analytics reporting platform is 
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integrated to the application via Google Tag Manager live tagging support. This will be able to 
capture all the user’s actions on the app and send immediately to the Google Analytics reporting 
platform. This is a big data analysis platform introduced by Google so the data received will 
be processed and analyzed slowly and passed to the reporting platform. Using the reports, it’ll 
be easy to identify the hot areas of the apps where the users access more frequently and the 
areas, they get blocked. Based on these reports the existing features will be enhanced and new 
features will be introduced as a new version of the app. 

4.5. Operating System Evaluation  
Most popular mobile operating systems among the mobile users are Android and iOS. 

Majority of 95% has been taken place by those two operating systems. From that Android 
usage is given as 75% which is why it has been selected to run Speed Read application. When 
considering the remaining percentage which is iOS, should also be evaluated in terms of 
development, platform compatibility and current application market.   
 

New top-end mobile phones such as Apple iPhone and iPad are allowing new 
classification of mobile to emerge in international market. Apple companies recommend 
selecting the iOS as a platform. Business development procedure must be fast therefore the 
device classification less compared with android. Furthermore, also, overall period of faster 
deployment for iOS app gets developed in order to limit iOS app to certain devices. So can 
take advantage of the development of the iOS app by displaying quality standard. Have rich 
experience in developing and delivery high quality iOS apps which make us better place to sell 
in the global market. 

4.6. Problem Faced     
Reader View is a sort of overlay that use to practice reading speed, which does not 

accept the functionality interfaces provided by Android native "TextView” or “EditText". 
Therefore TextView/EditText is showing poor performance on scrolling when loading large 
number of characters, Unable to move the window across multiple TextView/EditText and 
Customizing android native components will not be helpful. So, find another mechanism to 
bring up the Native WebView for exact solution of the requirement. Another problem is the 
textual issues having may not stem from the scanning, but from the text itself. These issues can 
be more difficult to solve therefore you cannot change the content of the original document. 
Although low contrast in original documents can be adjusted in a photo manipulation tool. 
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4.7. Testing Tools 
1. Android Lint 

Android Studio provides a code scanning tool called lint [10]. The lint tool checks 
Android project source files for potential bugs and optimization improvements for correctness, 
security, performance, usability, accessibility, and internationalization. The lint tool can 
manually run inspection in android studio. 
 

Figure 4.10. Inspection result window. 
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2.  Espresso 
Use Espresso test recorder reliable to Android UI tests. As an open source tool and very 

easy to extend with their working environment [11]. 

 
Figure 4.11. Example of test record result 
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5. Conclusion  
5.1. Summary of the Results of the Project  
This project reached following conditions. Successful implementation of Practice 

Board, Successful implementation of Adjustable Predefined Configurations, Successful 
integration of OCR, Successful Integration of Google Drive sdk, Successful integration of 
Clipboard Manager. Reader view is an overlay that use to practice reading speed, there are a 
variety of input types to deal with Reader View. Able to input text from any language for 
practices. User input screen has multiple options. Preloaded text option should be opened with 
preloaded templates, External text share option only link with text and choose reader 
(SpeedRead) app to share, text scanning from any printed sources and Open text files from 
Google-drive. 

 
Create custom presets base two selection methods like window method and word 

method. Both methods have predefined configurations and adjustable custom presets. 
Configure custom presets from using speed, font size, font family, overlapping characters, 
segmentation of window etc. Implement the seamless moving read bubble for window method 
is going to be text overlapping characters at the end of each fixation, according to the research. 
Furthermore, word of text move read bubble being preferring for word method. 

5.2. Identify Deficiencies (shortcoming / limitation) in Final Product  
There are few areas to be improved with some added customizations to the given 

features. Uploading files via Google Drive is currently supporting only for text (.txt) files. It 
can be improved to accept more file types like .docx, .ppt, .pdf, etc. Furthermore, the OCR is 
working well with printed text materials. Its shows poor performance when detecting the 
written texts. App has been integrated with the Google Vision OCR sdk which is improving 
rapidly. According to Google we can expect more improvements in the coming versions. 

5.3. Highlight of Improvement of Future Work 
Moving on this project can be improved in many ways. When considering the user’s 

perspective, there should be a way to attract new users to the application and keep the existing 
user’s attraction. Furthermore, the most important thing among all would be keep their interest 
in reading. Integrating gamification to the application will be a good solution. By doing that 
we can introduce a few new exciting features such as sharing the reading materials among 
users, graphical reports of the reading improvements, daily reading challenges as push 
notifications, challenge a friend, best readers weekly leaderboard, posting achievements to the 
social media, etc. 

 
Integrating VR technology is another good strategy of improving the way of presenting 

the application to users. This will allow the users to involve more with the reading by 
minimizing distractions. Supporting multiple languages is another improvement planned to be 
added in a future version of the application. This will allow the application to be launched in 
different regions. 
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7. Appendices 
7.1. Survey Evaluation  

 Add new users through the Crashlytics app and Users should now receive an email 
inviting them to test the “Speed Read” mobile app. So, users made it easily download the app.  

 
According to the requirements gathering techniques an online questionnaire survey has 

been used. The questionnaire link was distributed among undergraduates and school students. 
Furthermore, paper prototype was distributed among students and expert and observing their 
ideas. Having survey evaluation pay attention to user feedback after the participant was 
involved to the speed-read mobile app. Fixed Question is present in here. 

 
Questionnaire 1.     Questionnaire 2. 
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Questionnaire 3.     Questionnaire 4 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Questionnaire 5.     Questionnaire 6. 
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Questionnaire 7. 
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7.2. Results of Survey 
 

1. How likely is it that you would recommend the SpeedRead mobile app to a friend or 
colleague or kid or adult? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2. Overall, how would you rate this SpeedRead mobile app? 
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3. Do you use mobile apps to improve your reading speed? 
 

     
  
 

4. Can you recommend some relevant app? 
 

     
 

5. How much time do you spend practicing SpeedRead mobile app? 
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6. How friendly was this SpeedRead mobile app? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. How helpful was this to you? 
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8. Prior to enhance reading skills mobile app, how much of the improvement that you 

needed did you get? 
 

 
 
 

9. Which input option do you always use and like? 
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10. Is there anything else (suggestion or feedback) you’d like to share about the event? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7.3. Test Scenarios  
 

Test Case No 1.0 

Test Device LG - G5, Samsung Galaxy S9 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description View input option screen 

Test Steps Open the application 

Test Data none 

Expected Output Input option screen should be visible, including the following 
options. 
1). Preloaded Text 
2). Share from External 
3). Scan a Page 
4). Google Drive 

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 

 
Table 7.1. View input option screen test case 
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Test Case No 2.0 

Test Device LG - G5 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description Selected Text View 

Test Steps Display the selected text 

Test Data Input text from preloaded text or share from external text or scan 
page image text or google drive text.  

Expected Output ● Allow to display text note. 
● Move to another page, can be click “next” button. 

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 

 
Table 7.2. Selected text view test case 

 
 
 

Test Case No 3.0 

Test Device LG - G5, Samsung Galaxy S9 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description Setting Screen 

Test Steps Select setting tabs 

Test Data none 

Expected Output Allow to select window method tab or word method tab 

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 

 
Table 7.3. Setting screen test case 
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Test Case No 3.1 

Test Device LG - G5, Samsung Galaxy S9 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description Setting Screen 

Test Steps Update default presets  

Test Data Default presets are “easy”, “medium” or “hard” 

Expected Output User can select preset option one at a time. 

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 
 

Table 7.4. Setting screen test case 
 
 

 

Test Case No 3.2 

Test Device LG - G5, Samsung Galaxy S9 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description Setting Screen 

Test Steps Add custom preset Name  

Test Data none 

Expected Output ● Display popup message for enter custom preset name 
● Select “OK” button to save new preset name. 
● Select “Cancel” button for ignore new preset name. 

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 

 
Table 7.5. Setting screen test case 
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Test Case No 3.3 

Test Device LG - G5, Samsung Galaxy S9 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description Window type Setting Screen 

Test Steps Update window custom preset setting  

Test Data Import defaults preset or edit window setting preferences 

Expected Output ● Select default preset like import “easy”, “medium” or “hard” 
● Configure custom presets such as windows per line, 

overlapping characters, speed. 
● Change the font style and size. 

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 
 

Table 7.6. Window type setting screen test case 
 
 

 

Test Case No 3.4 

Test Device LG - G5, Samsung Galaxy S9 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description Word type Setting Screen 

Test Steps Update word custom preset setting  

Test Data Import defaults preset or edit words setting preferences 

Expected Output ● Select default preset like import “easy”, “medium” or “hard” 
● Configure custom presets such as words per minute, words 

per window. 
● Change the font style and size. 

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 

 
Table 7.7. Word type setting screen test case 
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Test Case No 3.5 

Test Device LG - G5, Samsung Galaxy S9 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description Setting Screen 

Test Steps Delete custom preset  

Test Data none 

Expected Output ● Display popup message for confirmation of delete item 
● Select “OK” button for delete custom preset name. 
● Select “Cancel” button for ignore deletion of preset name. 

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 

Table 7.8. Setting screen test case 
 
 
 

Test Case No 4.0 

Test Device LG - G5, Samsung Galaxy S9 

Operating System 6.0 Marshmallow 

Test Case Description Reader Board 

Test Steps Practice with Reader Board 

Test Data Select default preset or custom preset.  

Expected Output ● Display reading statistics (Avg. words per minute / Windows 
per line / Total running time). 

● Adjusting the reading bubble to properly wrap the target text 
area to get clear focus on the text. 

● Auto scroll down the WebView page while moving text 
across the window.  

Actual Output Visible as expected 

Test Result Pass 

Table 7.9. Reader board test case 
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7.4. Mind Map 
 

Reading 
Comprehension 

Levels 

Age Group Skill Selection 
Method 

Predefined 
Configurations 

Primary Level 
Readers 

Children of 3 - 
10 years belong  

Enhance reading 
skills beginning 
with ONE 
language 
 
 
 
 

Word Method “Easy” 
- Words per 
minute = 100 
- Avg. windows 
per line = 0.98 
- Total running 
time = 01:36 
 
“Medium” 
- Words per 
minute = 200 
- Avg. windows 
per line = 0.72 
- Total running 
time = 00:48 
 

Secondary Level 
Readers 

Students of 11 - 
18 years belong  

Enhance reading 
skills beginning 
with minimum 
TWO languages 

Word Method & 
Window Method 

“Hard” (Word 
Method) 
- Words per 
minute = 250 
- Avg. windows 
per line = 0.62 
- Total running 
time = 00:38 
 
“Easy” (Window 
Method) 
- Avg. words per 
minute = 88 
- Windows per 
line = 1 
- Total running 
time = 01:48 

Tertiary Level 
Readers 

Include college 
students and 
adults 

Enhance reading 
skills with TWO 
or MORE 
languages 

Window Method “Medium” 
(Window 
Method) 
- Avg. words per 
minute = 240 
- Windows per 
line = 2 
- Total running 
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time = 01:29 
 
“Hard” (Window 
Method) 
- Avg. words per 
minute = 156 
- Windows per 
line = 3 
- Total running 
time = 01:01 

Summary 
1. Person 
2. Age 
3. Current level of reading (from a scale of 0 to 10 how frequent you are reading? 0 = not 

reading at all, 10 = reading daily) 
4. Language 
5. Min Length (minimum length of the text) 
6. Max Length (maximum length of the text) 
7. Frequency (How frequent you accessed the app - in hours per day) 
8. Total hours practiced 
9. Speed chart (Avg. windows per second used in each day during the month) 
10. Frequently used input method (preloaded text, external text share, scan page, open text 

file from G-Drive)  

 
Table 7.10. Mind map for Speed Read App 
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